AMENDMENT PROPOSAL

Proposal:

Revise the section by adding the name of the jurisdiction.

SECTION 101
GENERAL

Modify Section [A] 101.1 Title. By adding the City and County of Denver as the jurisdiction.

[A] 101.1 Title. These regulations shall be known as the Existing Building Code of the City and County of Denver.

Supporting Information:

Purpose: Need to name jurisdiction.

Reasons: The 2018 IEBC reserves a section for “[Name of Jurisdiction]”. Without it, the administrative provisions of the IEBC Chapter 1 are incomplete.

Referenced Standards:

List any new referenced standards that are proposed to be referenced in the code.
Impact:

Note: The proponent shall discuss the impact of the proposed amendment and indicate one of the following for each point below regarding the amendment proposal:

- The effect of the amendment proposal on the cost of construction; ☐ Increase ☐ Reduce ☒ No Effect
- The effect of the amendment proposal on the cost of design; ☐ Increase ☐ Reduce ☒ No Effect
- Is the amendment proposal more- or less-restrictive than the I-Codes; ☐ More ☐ Less ☒ Same

Departmental Impact:

This reference will be very helpful to Plan reviewers by cross-referencing critical provisions of Chapter 14 of the IBC.

Note: The proponent shall discuss the impact of the proposed amendment and indicate one of the following for each point below regarding the amendment proposal:

- The effect of the amendment proposal on the cost of review; ☐ Increase ☐ Reduce ☒ No Effect
- The effect of the amendment proposal on the cost of enforcement/inspection; ☐ Increase ☐ Reduce ☒ No Effect